The Digital Europe Programme

The Digital Europe Programme (DIGITAL) is a new EU funding programme focused on bringing digital technology to businesses, citizens and public administrations.
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Introducing the DIGITAL Europe Programme

Fix-empty

How to make Europe greener and more digital are the twin challenges for our generation, and our success in meeting them will define our future.

The European Commission has begun to look at a greener Europe through the lens of the European Green Deal. At the same time, it is opening up discussions about the move to a more digital world: the digital transition.

Digital technology and infrastructure have a critical role in our private lives and business environments. We rely on them to communicate, work, advance science and answer current environmental problems. At the same time, the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted not only how much we rely on our technology to be available to us, but also how important it is for Europe not to be dependent on systems and solutions coming from other regions of the world. Paving the way for achieving this goal is DIGITAL programme.

The Digital Europe Programme will provide strategic funding to answer these challenges, supporting projects in five key capacity areas: in supercomputing, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, advanced digital skills, and ensuring a wide use of digital technologies across the economy and society, including through Digital Innovation Hubs. With a planned overall budget of €7.5 billion (in current prices), it aims to accelerate the economic recovery and shape the digital transformation of Europe’s society and economy, bringing benefits to everyone, but in particular to small and medium-sized enterprises.

The Digital Europe Programme will not address these challenges in isolation, but rather complement the funding available through other EU programmes, such as the Horizon Europe programme for research and innovation and the Connecting Europe Facility for digital infrastructure, the Recovery and Resilience Facility and the Structural funds, to name a few. It is a part of the next long-term EU budget, the Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027.

How to get funding.
Subscribe to the latest news on this topic and more
Work Programmes
Digital Europe Programme: Questions and Answers
Synergies between shared and direct management funds – draft Commission notice
Work as an expert: Call for expression of interest 2021-2027
Regulation establishing the Digital Europe Programme
Performance and reporting framework of the Digital Europe Programme
Segui gli ultimi sviluppi e scopri come partecipare.
Follow the Commission's work on tech and digital @DigitalEU

**Latest News**

Commission kick-starts work on the European Year of Skills

Following the announcement by President Ursula von der Leyen in her 2022 State of the Union address, the Commission has adopted its proposal to make 2023 the European Year of Skills.

DIGIBYTE | 30 September 2022
Launch of the 10th anniversary of the European Cybersecurity Month

The 10th edition of the European Cybersecurity Month, this year titled “Think Before U click – I choose
to be safe online”, starts today.

PRESS RELEASE | 29 September 2022
Digital Europe Programme: Commission opens calls to invest €200 million in digital tech

The Commission has opened the third set of calls for proposals of the Digital Europe Programme, worth €200 million, under the 2021-2022 Work Programmes.

DIGIBYTE | 05 September 2022
Solidarity with Ukraine: Digital Europe Programme open to Ukraine to access calls for funding

This week, the European Commission signed an agreement to associate Ukraine to the Digital Europe Programme. From now on, Ukrainian businesses, organisations, and public administrations will be able to access the calls from the Digital Europe Programme, which has an overall budget of €7.5 billion for the 2021-2027 period.

Explore more on the Digital Europe Programme
Browse Digital Europe Programme
Invito a presentare proposte

- 12-10-2022 - 23-02-2023
  Preparation of works for Operational digital platforms
- 29-09-2022 - 24-01-2023
  Cloud Data and TEF
  Cybersecurity and Trust

More
Documentazione dell'invito

- 17-06-2022
  Evaluation Results of the calls included in Call 1 of the DIGITAL Europe Programme
- 29-03-2022
  Material for the call to provide "Support to the implementation of the European Digital Framework"
- 20-12-2021
  FAQ: European Digital Innovation Hubs

More
Events

- 20-10-2022
  Advanced Digital Skills call Info Day
- 18-10-2022
  Giornata informativa — Realizzazione dello spazio di dati per le comunità intelligenti
- 11-10-2022
  Implementing the network of European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIHs) in EU regions

More
Library

- 24-10-2022
  EWRC 2022 event: “Implementing the Network of EDIHs in EU Regions” - Recorded session
- 19-10-2022
  Information Day on the 2nd EDIH call of the Digital Europe programme
- 23-09-2022
  Western Balkans work jointly on improving digital transformation

More
The EU’s long-term EU budget, also known as the multiannual financial framework, will boost digital technologies and aid in recovery from the pandemic.
Leading the Digital Decade 1-2 June 2021

Leading the Digital Decade, held 1-2 June, was a two-day online event focused on Europe’s digital...

Big Data Test Infrastructure

The Commission’s Big Data Test Infrastructure (BDTI) helps public administrations be more efficient...
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